
 
 

5 Killer Blues Riffs Series 
 

Hey - welcome to eBassGuitar.Com!  

James here… if this is your first time on eBassGuitar.Com, I want to say a massive 
hello and welcome you to the tribe!  We’re here to help rookie through to 
intermediate bass players make progress faster than they ever thought possible. 
We do this by breaking complex ideas down into easy, bite size ideas… we do this 
by creating simple systems and frameworks called ‘Bass Line Creators’. 

If you’re like me and love blue bass bass, here are 5 Killer blues riffs which will get 
you groovin super-fast. Each riff covers a core concept that is integral to creating 
blues bass lines… in reality, the ideas we cover here extend into so many other 
styles of bass playing - rock to funk, jazz to country.  

You can grab the backing track used in this mini course as part of the Blues 
Bass Fast Start Course. 
Riff One - The Box Shape Bass Line Creator 
This first bass riff utilises the classic ‘box shape’ that you will find time and time 
again... The notes are derived from the `Minor Pentatonic’ which you will also 
find in countless bass lines. 

 

Riff Two - The Major Pentatonic Bass Line Creator 
As the name suggest this riff is created from from a scale called the ‘Major 
pentatonic’. Ensure you are using the one finger per fret technique to achieve 
the best fretting hand speed and dexterity.  
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Riff Three - Rock ‘N’ Roll Doubles 
This is an idea that is extremely common in Rock ‘N’ Roll Music (a close cousin of 
Blues Music). Instead of playing one note per beat, we now play two which really 
helps to propel the feel of the groove forward. Ensure you are using alternating 
fingering in your plucking hand to get this sounding smooth and consistent.  

 

 

Riff Four - The Major Pentatonic Forward Position 
This concept allows you take the ‘major pentatonic’ and start injecting cool 
fretting hand techniques like slides, hammers on and pull offs. In this bass line 
we are using a slide and this shown using a squiggly line. Fingering is also 
written above the notes. 

 
 

Riff Five - The Classic Rock Bass Line Creator 
Bands such as Led Zeppelin credit blues as major influence on their music. This 
bass line is rhythmically more complicated because of the rest on beat two, but 
should be an simple extension of the ‘Box Shape’ from riff one. 
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The Blues Sequence: 
There are many variations of the 12 Bar Blues Sequence. Here is the one that I 
use in the demonstrations: 

 

|| A |               %  |               %  |               %  | 

 

|  D |               %  |  A  |               %  | 

 

|  E |  D  |  A  |               %   || 

 

You can download this backing track for this chord sequence as part of the 
eBassGuitar Blues Bass Fast Start Course 

 

 

Want To Learn More About Playing 
Blues Bass Guitar? 

→ Click Here To Discover The Blues 
Bass Fast Start Course 

Learn How To Play Rock Solid Foundational Bass… Even if You’ve Never 

Played A 12 Bar Blues Before!  
Keep grooving hard…  

James 
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